**Overwhelmed**  
*(Insight: You are not prepared.)*  
Place an NPC token next to the altar. This is Flame General Valyndra.

When entering the room with Flame General Valyndra:  
"Mortals. Your time ends now. My master is sick of you. So congratulations, you've earned yourself a death that only occurs once every hundreds of thousands of years. By my hand."

**Flame General Valyndra**  
500 Health. 1 Black Die.  
Rolls 1 Red Die.  

- 1 Surge (Perish in Hellfire): - Deal 50 *elemental* damage to all heroes.

Follow normal death and wiping mechanics. Flame General Valyndra will not follow to the next encounter.

**If you manage to complete the encounter, congratulations. You're not dead.**